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Abstract: Due to the technology evolution, one of the main problems for future System-on-Chips (SoC) concerns the dif-
ficulties to produce circuits without defaults. While designers propose new structures able to correct the faults
occurring during computation, this article addresses the control part of SoCs, and focuses on task scheduling
for processors embedded in SoC. Indeed, to ensure the execution of application in presence of faults on such
systems, operating system services will need to be fault tolerant. This is the case for the task scheduling
service, which is an optimization problem that can be solved by Artificial Neural Network. In this context,
this paper explores the intrinsic fault tolerance capability of Hopfield Artificial Neural Network (HANN). Our
work shows that even if some neurons are in fault, a HANN can provide valid solutions for task scheduling
problem. We define the intrinsic limit of fault tolerance capability of Hopfield model and illustrate the impact
of fault on the network convergence.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, classical current embedded applications
require high performance systems and highly inte-
grated solutions. The large computation needs find
response through the technology evolution which en-
ables to integrate more and more transistors in each
mm2. But this technology evolution leads to the de-
sign of circuits which can include/embed faults dur-
ing the fabrication process. In this case, designers
must define circuits able to continue to produce valid
computations in presence of faults. These solutions
must address the computation part but also the con-
trol part of such circuits. While a large number of
studies have addressed the computation part of SoC
(processor, memory, ...), this paper addresses the con-
trol part and proposes a specific operating system ser-
vice for the tasks scheduling. The objective consists
in ensuring the schedule of tasks of the application
on the processor available on the SoC, even if some
faults appear in the task scheduling service which is
in charge of the execution control of the application.

The scheduling process can be treated as opti-
mization problem, and numerous algorithms have
been developed for this problem. Hopfield Artificial
Neural Networks (HANN) and genetic algorithms are

interesting tools for solving optimisation problems.
One of the work in this field comes from Cardeira
in (Cardeira and Mammeri, 1995). In this paper, the
authors used HANN for tasks scheduling for mono-
processor (see figure 1). The main difficulty to solve
optimization problems with ANN consists in finding a
good representation for the problem. In the figure 1.a,
the scheduling problem is represented by a matrix of
neurons, where each line represents a task and each
column represents a schedule cycle. For this repre-
sentation, one task is added to represent the processor
inactivity (fictive task) when the load is not equal to
100%. Figure 1.b represents a specific solution for the
scheduling problem. For each task, the number of ac-
tive neurons (black neurons) is equal to the number of
cycles needed for the task (values ki). Furthermore,
for each column, the number of active neurons can
not be greater than 1, which means that only one task
can be active at each schedule cycle. This model can
be used to support homogeneous multiprocessors by
adding several fictive tasks in the matrix of neurons.
In (Chillet et al., 2011) and (Chillet et al., 2010), the
authors use HANN for real time scheduling on het-
erogeneous SoC architecture.

The capability to solve optimization problems by
using ANN is completed by intrinsic capability of
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Figure 1: Task scheduling problem represented by HANN. a) Problem representation: each circle is a neuron of HANN, each
row represent a task with different k value and each column represents a scheduling cycle. b) One possible solution for the
optimization problem: each dark circle represent an active cycle time for the corresponding task.

ANN to support faults. This feature has been demon-
strated for HANN in (Protzel et al., 1993) (Bolt,
1992), and (Tchernev et al., 2005). The work pre-
sented in (Protzel et al., 1993) demonstrates the fault
tolerance capability of recurrent ANN model (such
as Hopfield model) for optimization problem like the
traveling Salesman Problem and the assignment prob-
lem. This paper shows that intrinsic fault tolerance of
recurrent networks depend on the type of optimiza-
tion problem. The authors of (Bolt, 1992) investi-
gate the inherent fault tolerance of neural networks
which arises from their unusual computational fea-
tures, such as distribution of information, generaliza-
tion. It also models the fault into different level like
electrical, logical and functional. It also shows that
Multilayer Perceptron ANN has intrinsic fault toler-
ance only when appropriate method of training is used
for the network. Adding fault tolerance constraints
during the training also help in improving the global
behavior of the neural network. The paper (Tchernev
et al., 2005) shows how improving the fault toler-
ance of a feed forward ANN for optimization problem
by modifying the training method of the network In
(Kamiura et al., 2004), the authors propose to define
the network by taking into account of faults occur-
ring. Single-fault injection and double-fault injection
are used for learning schemes and the authors demon-
strate the the fault tolerance is improved. In our con-
text, the HANN is defined without learning scheme,
and the objective is to support internal fault of the
network. This objective comes from the current evo-
lution of technology which places the designer face
to the need to manage faults occurring in the circuits.
The fault tolerance capability of HANN opens a new
opportunity to implement them and to exploit their in-
trinsic characteristic. This paper addresses this topic
and illustrates that task scheduling can be obtained by
using ANN even if faults are present in the ANN.

The type of faults addressed in this work con-

cerns permanent faults due to the incorrect behavior
of some transistors which implement the ANN. This
type of faults in ANN implementation can cause i) in-
put signal of a neuron to be too low or too high, ii)
neural connection weights to be too low or too high
or iii) fault inside a neuron. Considering these faults,
we claim that ANN can support a limited number of
faults, this number depends on the task’s characteris-
tics. This paper formulated this limit and shows the
impact of faults on the convergence process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In section 2, we present the types of faults
that can occur in hardware implementation of HANN.
Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation for
the intrinsic limit on the number of faults which can
be supported. Section 4 presents experimental results
of the effect of faults on the convergence time. Sec-
tion 5 concludes this paper and presents some per-
spectives.

2 TYPES OF FAULT IN ANN

This section analyzes the different categories of sim-
ple faults (considered in this work) which can occur
in ANNs. From this analysis, we propose to limit the
faults as only two types. The figure 2 summarizes
these different types of faults on a simple neuron net-
work, and the following points detail the different cat-
egories of faults and explain the impact on ANN be-
havior.
� Permanent fault occurring inside the neuron: in

this case, the neuron state remains fixed. This type
of fault will make the neuron to be in permanently
active or inactive state. in the figure 2, this case is
represented by the default on the neuron N1.

� Permanent fault occurring on the input signal of
the neuron (input is too low or too high): in this
case, low magnitude input causes the neuron to
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Figure 2: Representation of types of faults which can oc-
curred in the neural network.

remain always inactive and high magnitude input
causes the neuron to be always active.in the figure
2, this case is represented by the default on the
input of neuron N2.

� Permanent fault occurring in the connection be-
tween two neurons (connection weight is too high
or too low): in this case, a neuron which re-
ceives a high negative connection value from one
of its connections will be always placed in inac-
tive state. Contrary, a neuron which receives high
positive connection value will be always placed in
active state. in the figure 2, this case is represented
by the default on the connexion between neurons
N3 and N4. For this type of fault, we consider that
the the bidirectional connexion is implemented by
two uni-directional connexions, and in this case
the fault impacts just one neuron.

Considering these different categories, we can
simplify the model of ANN fault as only two simple
cases: i) always active neuron type, ii) always inactive
neuron type. In the following sections, we consider
only these two types of faults.

3 FAULT TOLERANCE OF ANN
FOR TASKS SCHEDULING
CONTEXT

Tasks scheduling is a classical optimization problem
and ANN is known as an interesting tool for solv-
ing this type of problems due to its parallel comput-
ing characteristic which makes it faster than any other
method. For example, Cardeira (Cardeira and Mam-
meri, 1995) explains how HANN can be used for the
scheduling problem (see figure 1). To solve this prob-
lem, the ANN is defined by a set of neurons and by
an energy function optimized during the convergence
step. This convergence leads to energy minima (Hop-
field, 1984; Hopfield and Tank, 1985) which repre-
sents task scheduling solution.

In HANN containing n neurons, each neuron ni is
connected to all other neurons n j by a weight Wi j and

receives an input energy Ii (Hopfield, 1984). The evo-
lution of state xi of neuron ni and the energy function
of the network is given by:

xi =

8<:1; if Ii +
n
å
j=0

x j �Wi j > 0

0; otherwise
(1)

E =�1
2

n

å
i=0

n

å
j=0

Wi j � xi � x j�
n

å
i=0

Ii � xi (2)

In (Cardeira and Mammeri, 1995) author shows
that the solution for scheduling problem can be ob-
tained by applying a specific k� outo f �N rule on
the ANN. The energy function of this rule is:

Ek�outo f�N = (k�
n

å
i=0

xi)
2 (3)

This energy function can be written in form of
equation 2 to find the connection weights and the in-
put values:

Ek�outo f�N =�1
2

n

å
i=0

n

å
j=0 j 6=i

(�2)�xi �x j�
n

å
i=0

(2k�1)�xi+k2

The term k2 is a constant offset and it has no influ-
ence on the energy minima. For analysing the effect
of faults on ANN, let us suppose there are T num-
ber of rows and C number of columns in the ANN
(T tasks and C cycles), and kri and kci are the cor-
responding k values for the ith rows and ith column.
Also, suppose n1ri and n1ci are the number of neu-
rons which are always active (fault) in the ith row and
ith column. Let, xri and xci be the number of active
neurons which are not in fault in the ith row and ith

column respectively. So the energy function can be
written as:

E =
T

å
i=0

((nri + xri)
2�2kri(xri +nri))

+
C

å
i=0

((nci + xci)
2�2kci(xci +nci)) (4)

According to the Hopfield proposition, network con-
verges towards a point where energy function is min-
imum. By computing the derivative function of this
energy function with respect to xri and xci, and by
equating it to the zero, we can obtain the minima point
corresponding to that row or column.

dE
dxri

= 2(nri + xri)�2kri

xri = (kri�nri) (5)

dE
dxci

= 2(nci + xci)�2kci

xci = (kci�nci) (6)
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From the expression given in equation 5, as the value
of xri, number of active states in a row which are not
in fault cannot be negative, so for the network, to pro-
vide a valid solution we can say that n1ri , number of
always active faulted neurons, should be less than or
equal to kri. Similarly for the column, we can say that
n1ci should be less than or equal to the kci.

For always inactive type of faults given in equa-
tion 5 and 6, making n1ri and n1ci to zero and tak-
ing the maximum value of xri and xci to be Cn2ri and
Tn2ci, where Cn2ri is number of neurons in the ith row
which are not in always inactive type fault and Tn2ci
is number of neurons in the ith column which are not
in always inactive type fault. From this we can say
that the number of inactive type faults in a particular
row ith should be less than the (C� ki) value of that
row or in case of column jth it should be less than
(T � k j) value. If the number of faults satisfies the
above conditions, the network will provide the valid
solution even if some of the neurons are in fault.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the fault tolerance capability, we simulate
the Hopfiel ANN for tasks scheduling with a periodic
cycle of 20 and 10 number of tasks. Considering that
ANN is defined by applying several rules on the same
neurons of the network, the ANN can converge to lo-
cal minima instead of global minima. This situation
can be avoided by adding extra energy to the system,
which can be easily achieved by re-initialization of
all neurons. So network takes few re-initializations to
converge to the valid solution. In this case, perfor-
mance of network is measured in terms of numbers of
initializations and iterations required to converge to
valid solution.

Figures 3 and 4 show that when the number of al-
ways inactive type of faults increases in a row or col-
umn, the number of iterations and re-initializations
needed for the network to provide the valid solution
increases. When the number of always inactive type
of faults in a particular row or column is less than
the (N� ki) value then the network does provide the
valid solution but the number of re-initializations in-
creases very rapidly. This means that increasing the
always inactive type of fault increases the amount of
local minima in the energy function. For the neurons
which are connected with zero weight value, increas-
ing the always inactive type faults in these neurons
doesn’t affect the numbers of iterations and the re-
initializations.

Figure 5 shows that increasing always active type
of faults in ANN increases the number of iterations

Figure 3: Effect of faults on the average numbers of iter-
ations needed for a task scheduling problem consisting of
20 scheduling cycles (nb of columns) and 10 tasks (nb of
rows). 1000 simulations are made for all points.

Figure 4: Effect of faults on the average numbers of reini-
tializations needed for a task scheduling problem consisting
of 20 scheduling cycles (nb of columns) and 10 tasks (nb of
rows). 1000 simulations are made for all points.

Figure 5: Numbers of re-initalizations and iterations re-
quired to provide a valid solution for 1000 simulations in
a network of size 20 cycles (columns) and 10 tasks (rows).

but this increase is not significant. Network provides
the solution when the number of faults in a particu-
lar row or column remains less than the ki value of
that row or column. The number of re-initializations,
in this case, remains almost same. Thus, we can say
that always active type of faults does not affect the
amount of local minima in the energy function. From
this, we have shown that ANN provides the valid so-
lution when the number of faults does not violate the
intrinsic limit of fault tolerance. Figures 7 shows that
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Figure 6: Numbers of re-initalizations and iterations re-
quired to provide a valid solution when same number of al-
ways active type faults and always inactive type faults added
in the same row and column in a network of size 20 cycles
(columns) and 10 tasks (rows).

Figure 7: Numbers of iterations required to provide a valid
solution when faults are added to the neurons which are not
connected with each other (zero connection value) in a net-
work of size 20 cycles (columns) and 10 tasks (rows).

when faults are distributed to neurons which are not
connected with each other do not affect the number of
iterations required to provide the valid solution sig-
nificantly. It also shows that the network can provide
valid solution with almost same number of required
iterations even with large number of faults. But these
faults should be distributed evenly.

Figures 6 shows that if the same number of always
active and in active type faults present in the same row
or column the number of iterations required to provide
the solution do not changes significantly in compare
with presence of only inactive type fault. This also
shows that only if there is dominance of same kind
of fault in a particular row of column then only the
number of iterations required to provide the solution
varies significantly.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have demonstrated that intrinsic
fault tolerance capability of HANN can be used in the
context of tasks scheduling for future SoC which will
be produced with very important technology variabil-

ity and need to support faults. We have shown that
even if some neurons are in fault in the ANN, the net-
work is able to provide valid solutions. We have de-
fined the limit of intrinsic fault tolerance of HANN
in this context of tasks scheduling. We have also
shown that number of iterations required to provide
the solution does not increase significantly in case of
always active type of faults. But in case of always
inactive type of faults, the numbers of iterations and
re-initializations required to provide valid solution in-
crease very fast when the amount of faults is closer to
the intrinsic limit.

This paper shows that the HANN has good fault
tolerance capability for the scheduling problem. But
there might be some cases when the total number of
faults are quite high and it mainly consists of always
inactive type of faults. In such cases, the number of it-
erations and re-initializations required to provide the
solution is quite high. Also in some extreme cases,
the number of faults can violate the intrinsic limit of
fault tolerance. So, future work in this field can be de-
tection of the intrinsic fault tolerance limit violation
from the state of neuron after first or second conver-
gence. So we can analyze wether the network will
provide valid solution or not after few convergence
and we can define propose solution to remove these
faults from the network.
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